
HEALTHY HOMES

It may seem obvious to

some of us, but a clean

home is a starting point

to a healthy home.

More dust, more dust

mites = more

allergies/asthma

Food left out, trash not

cleaned up, piles of

anything = more

opportunities for pests

Having clutter and

filth around your

home invites other

problems and makes

them worse

More "stuff" = more

places for dust to collect

Pests need 3 things to

survive: food, water,

and a place to hide

It may seem silly, but

injuries happen--excess

"stuff" doesn't help

Falls are the leading cause

of home injury death in the

United States. This includes

tripping over clutter & other

preventable accidents 

Scientific studies show

high cortisol (stress

hormone) in people who

have homes with a high

density of objects

Think about it: does a

dirty room make you feel

relaxed? Or stressed?

K e e p  i t  c l e a n ,  why?

As t h m a/a l l e r g i e s

P e s t s

S a f e ty

s t r e s s

PRINCIPLE #1: KEEP IT CLEAN

Do you struggle to get the kids to chip in with

cleaning? They're watching whether you like it or

not.  Keep your space tidy and set the example. 



KEEP IT CLEAN
Another study found that a

cluttered home caused

exhaustion
That exhaustion leads to

lower quality of sleep

exh a u s t i o n

p o o r  s l e e p

Where do we start?

try a challenge:

Keep it simple

Break down cleaning projects into small tasks.  Don't

get overwhelmed by approaching them as one giant

task. Try putting the small tasks into your calendar.

Keep yourself (and your family) accountable

Make check lists or goals for you and your kids.

Take before and after photos to see your progress.

Keep at it

Like anything worth having: it's not an event, but a

lifestyle.  Do a little every day, and be consistent.

The 30 day challenge: day 1, throw away one item;

day 2 throw away 2; etc.

One area/room per day: don't get burned out! Do

one room and then relax.  Tackle another room

tomorrow.

Start with one: everybody in the house fills a

garbage bag with junk to be sold, junked, donated.

Still need ideas?  Need a checklist?

Share ideas with each other. Search

the web for ideas and inspiration.


